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 آزمون کارشناسی ارشد ریاضی 
 زبان تخصصی

1)picture …..with a telescope are question. 

      1- taken      2- are taken   3- to take        4- they took them 

2) the reason for the accident was ……… the driver had lost control 
of his car. 

      1- when     2-why        3- that     4- after 

3) it is difficult to overcome ……… if we are not open to new ideas. 

      1- disadvantage                    2- assessments 

      3- acknowledgements         4- preconceptions 

4) the neighbors left their homes ……… yesterday. 

       1- remarkably                  2- simultaneously  

       3-approximately              4-characterisically 

5)that young man still denies  ………. The fire behind the store. 

       1- to start  2- to be started   3-having started   4-having been started 

6)…… that the hope for cancer control may lie in the use of a vaccine. 

       1- believing       2- to believe      3- the belief       4- it is believed 

 

7) tom  …….. Einstein’s theory at one point in his article. 

        1- alluded to        2- entitled      3-substituded for   4-affiliated with 

8) the poor man was…….. of many things that money could buy. 

       1- starved        2- deprived      3-terminated      4- confined 
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9)……… a dentist, Mike is very concerned about having healthy teeth. 

    1- As            2- He is      3-That he is   4- Because being 

10) The habit of skipping breakfast to lose weight actually……… weight 
gain. 

      1- encouraging      2-encourages     3-to encourage  4-is encouraged 

 

11) this brand of TV is quite inferior ………… that one. 

      1- to       2- over         3- from     4-than 

12-Map reading is a skill which is ………… through practice. 

      1- confirmed       2- operated         3- acquired 4-stretched 

13-the new employee is a(n) ……….. to the company. 

      1- asset       2- dispute      3- proposal      4- ancestor 

14)He finally got the reward he so richly……… 

       1-owes             2- earns          3-gustifies         4-deserves 

15) he performance was……… affected by the behavior of the crowed 
and was not satisfactory. 

      1-secretly           2-sincerely       3-adversely      4-punctually 

16- during the shortage we were told to……….. water. 

       1- grasp              2-contain          3-generate       4-conserve 

17)the boy’s father built them a large sandbox….. . 

     1- to play in    2- to play in it   3- they play in it     4-which they play 
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18) …….. careful while programming the computer , no mistake would 
come up. 

       1- he was      2- were he       3- that he was      4-unless he was 

19) we can draw an ……….. between a balanced individual and a 
balanced society. 

        1-analogy       2- insight        3- overlap       4-equivalent 

20)there talk of raising  the admission requirements to………… the 
number of student on campus. 

        1-impose       2- obtain        3-exceed      4-restrict 

 

21)despite differences in background and opinion ,their partnership 
was based on  ……. Respect. 

       1-virtual       2- neutral        3- mutual       4-rational 

 

22)the army is reported to be …………. Considerable resistance in some 
remote rural areas. 

        1- encountering      2-interacing     3- transferring    4-concentrating 

 

23)the most obvious landscape ….. south of the river is the volcano and 
its crater lake. 

     1-like       2-range              3-feature       4-function 
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24)he went into a coma and died without …… consciousness. 

       1- compensating     2-recovering      3- resolving    4-sustainning  

25)student from countries as ………… as Colombia and Lithuania use the 
new series of books to learn English. 

         1- diverse       2-apparent       3-external       4-sufficient 

 

1-1  11-1 21-3 

2- 3             12-3 22-1 

3-4 13-1 23-3 

4-2 14-4 24-2 

5-3 15-3 25-1 

6-4 16-4 

7-1 17-1 

8-2 18-2 

9-1 19-1 

10-2 20-4 
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